
 
 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN SESSION CASE 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSION JUDGE BILASIPARA 

Present:- Smti S. Bhuyan, AJS 

        Additional Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Session Case No- 181 of 11 

u/s  306 IPC 

STATE 

Versus 

Taresh Nath 

                            Accused person 

(Committed by Sri N.S. Deori, then learned SDJM (M) Bilasipara in GR case 

No- 209/03 u/s 306 I.P.C.  ) 

 

Advocate appeared:- 

For the state:- Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Addl. PP 

For the accused:- Mr. Amiya Kr. Nath, Advocate. 

Date of institution of the case    :- 12-11-03 

Date of commitment            :- 27-07-11 

Date of Framing charge          :- 03-08-12 

Date of prosecution evidence   :- 27-09-13, 04-06-14, 08-07-14,  

         01-09-14, 06-01-15, 22-04-15 

        01-06-15, 19-11-15, 20-01-16, 

        19-03-16, 17-05-16 

Statement of accused recorded on  :-  10-10-17 

Date of Argument                       :- 10-11-17 

Judgment delivered                 :- 29-11-17 
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JUDGMENT 

Prosecution Case 

1. Prosecution case in brief is that informant’s daughter Niti Devi got 

married with accused Taresh Nath about 9 months back and after marriage 

accused Taresh Nath subjected informant’ daughter with mental and 

physical torture and in this regard bichar was held. On 21-11-03 at about 

03.30 pm hearing news of death of his daughter informant went to place of 

occurrence and suspected his daughter Niti Devi committed suicide due to 

torture meted upon her by her accused husband Taresh Nath. Informant 

also informant suspected other accused persons Sukendra Nath, Gopinath 

Nath, Bhodeswar Nath, Phaguna Nath, Jamini Nath, Sontosh Nath of their 

involvement in his daughter’s death.  

Investigation 

 

2. Officer-in-charge of Bilasipara police station on receiving the ejahar 

from informant Tarun Ch. Nath registered a police case vide no Bilasipara 

police case No. 209/03 under section 302/34 I.P.C. and SI J. Basumatary 

was entrusted to conduct the investigation of the case and after completion 

of investigation IO submitted charge sheet against the accused person 

named herein above u/s 306 IPC. 

 

Committal 

3. On receipt of the charge sheet, Learned SDJM (M) Bilasipara, took 

cognizance and after furnishing necessary copies to accused person 

committed the case before the Learned. Sessions Judge, Dhubri for trial. 

Charge 

4. After hearing ld. Counsel for both sides and perusal of material on 

record Ld. Sessions Judge, Dhubri framed charge u/s 306 IPC against the 

accused Taresh Nath and when charges read over and explained to the 

accused person he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. After framing 
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charge u/s 306 I.P.C. against accused  Taresh Nath Ld. Sessions Judge, 

Dhubri made over the case to this court for trial 

Trial 

5. In order to prove the prosecution charges against the accused 

person, prosecution adduce evidence of all together 17 number of 

witnesses including one court witness and exhibited 7 nos. of document.  

PW- 1 Sri Jogesh Ch. Nath, PW-2 Nityananda Nath, PW-3 Rateswari Devi, 

PW-4 Keshab Nath, PW-5 Jamuna Devi, PW-6 Raghunath Nath, PW-7 

Jogendra Ch. Nath, PW-8 Nabi Ch. Nath, PW-9 Khargeswar Nath, PW-10 

Kamaleswar Nath, PW-11 Dr. M.C. Barman, PW-12 SI Jayanta Basumatary, 

PW-13 Bimal Konwar, PW-14 Tipin Chandra Nath, PW-15 Ajit Kr. Nath, PW-

16 Bhabes Ch. Nath and CW-1 Biswajit Goswami. Ext-1  Ejahar, Ext-2 PM 

report, Ext 3 inquest report, Ext 4 Sketch map, Ext5 FSL report, Ext 6 FSL 

report and Ext-6 charge sheet. After closure of the prosecution evidence, 

statement of the accused person recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. Accused plea is 

total denial, however declined to adduced evidence in support of the plea 

of denial. 

  

6.                        POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

 

i) Whether accused on 12-11-03 at village Sonaluguri under Bilasipara 

PS abated deceased Niti Devi to commit suicide by consuming poison? 

 

ARGUMENT 

 

7. Ld. Addl. P.P made submission that in this case victim died within 1 

½ year of her marriage with the accused and though other witnesses did 

not speak in favour of the prosecution but evidence of PW-5 alone shown 

that accused was responsible for the death of  Niti Devi and accused 

abated her to commit suicide by inflicting torture and as victim died within 

one year of her marriage that alone shown that accused Taresh Nath is 

solely responsible for the commission of suicide of his deceased wife Niti 

Devi. 

8. It has been argued by Ld. defence counsel that none of the 

witnesses even PW-5 stated any kind of physical and or mental torture 

inflicted on deceased Niti Devi by accused and evidence of PW-5 totally 
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contradict her statement made in the ejahar. He further submitted that MO 

could not opined the cause of death at the time of post mortem on the 

body and FSL report shown negative test which means no poison found on 

the deceased  and  therefore, accused is innocent and entitled for acquittal. 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASON THEREOFF:- 

 

9.  Prosecution allegation against the accused is that accused abated 

deceased Niti Devi to commit suicide. In the ejahar Tarun Ch. Nath alleged 

that accused Taresh Nath married his daughter Niti Devi nine month prior 

to her death and after marriage subjected physical and mental torture and 

beaten her and on 12-11-03 he was informed that she died and his 

daughter committed suicide unable to bear torture meted upon her by  her 

accused husband Taresh Nath. 

10.  During trial complainant was expired and therefore prosecution 

could not adduce his evidence. PW-1 is the son of informant and brother of 

the deceased Niti Devi. Evidence of PW-1 was recorded on 27-09-13 and 

before four years of recording his statement informant was died.  According 

to him his father lodged this case and his sister Niti Rani Devi (Nita Devi) 

married to accused Taresh Nath nine months back from the date of 

incident and on the date of incident at about 03.00 pm his sister informed 

over phone to one of their neighbour that she is coming to their house and 

after one hour of that phone call they got information from Niti Devi’s 

mother in law that she is no more and his father went to the matrimonial 

home of his sister with the said person and he too went there. In the house 

of accused person they saw dead body of their sister and they returned 

back home and his father lodged ejahar.  He exhibited ejahar as Ext 1 and 

Ext 1(1) is signature of his father which he knows. In his in chief he did not 

stated that he get any information that his deceased sister Niti Devi was 

subjected  physical and mental torture by her husband accused Taresh 

There is no whispering of this fact by PW-1 in his in-chief.  His in-chief is 

confined to the fact that on the day of incident his sister over phone send 

message to him through a neighbour that she was coming to her paternal 

home and after an hour of receiving said message they got the sad 

information that their sister expired.  His cross shown that marriage 
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between his sister and accused Taresh Nath solemnized at Mahamaya 

temple in presence of the guardian of both sides. Thereafter both of them 

lead conjugal life in the house of accused Taresh. In cross he stated when 

he visit the house of accused about 45/50 people gathered in the house of 

accused and all the person present in the house of accused told them that 

victim was murdered but he did not disclosed their name. His evidence 

does not disclose that he was ever informed by his deceased sister of any 

sort of torture on her by the accused. His evidence not led any fact, action 

of accused to the death of Niti Devi. 

11. PW-2 Nityananda Nath, PW-3 Bateswari Devi, PW-4 Keshab Nath 

are the relatives of the accused. Their evidence is that victim who was the 

wife of the accused Taresh Nath died in the house of accused and PW-3 

resided along with her son accused Taresh Ch. Nath and on the day of 

incident she went to Raniganj and she was informed that her daughter in 

law died.  Cross of PW-2, PW-3 is that at the time of incident they were not 

present at the place of occurrence and PW-3 stated at that time accused 

was not present at home. PW-4 stated when he came to the place of 

occurrence he found accused at home and he does not know whether 

accused was present at home or not at the time of incident and PW-4 

resided at Sapatgram on a rented house and PW-2 is also resided at 

Sapatgram and incident took place at village Sonaluguri in the house of 

accused. These three witnesses who are relative, mother and brother of 

accused did not state any other fact i.e with regard to the relationship 

between accused and deceased or any fact that that connect accused with 

the death of Niti Devi. 

12. PW-5 Jamuna Devi is the sister of deceased.  Her evidence is that 

victim died after nine month of her marriage with accused Taresh Nath.   

She deposed on the day of incident she got phone call from her deceased 

sister Niti Devi that she will come to their house at Surjyakata along with 

her accused husband Taresh Nath to visit Rashmela and in the evening at 

about 03.30 pm she got another phone call from the accused that her 

sister Niti Devi is no more.  She deposed when accused made her phone 

call she heard a sound of something falling and accused kept the phone 

and she called back but accused did not receive her phone call.  Her 

evidence further pointed that on the same date one person from Raniganj 

came to their house and informed about the news of death of her sister Niti 

Devi.  Her evidence shown that they suspected accused Taresh Nath 
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committed murder of her sister as they found some symptoms on the dead 

body of deceased Niti Devi.  They saw some fluid coming out from the 

mouth of her sister Niti Devi. Her cross shown that deceased Niti Devi 

during her life time never informed them about occurrence of dispute in 

between accused and her( deceased Niti Devi).  Her cross further reveal 

that they were against the marriage of victim with the accused Taresh 

however subsequently her sister got married with accused Taresh at 

Mahamaya temple. Her evidence shown that post mortem on the dead 

body was performed. Deceased Niti Devi was cremated at Dhubri and she 

went to the place of occurrence on the next day of incident.  Her evidence 

shown that when she heard the news of death of her sister she did not visit 

her sister. Her evidence reveal that they are against the marriage of 

deceased Niti Devi with accused Taresh. Her evidence further reveal that 

there was love affair in  between accused and deceased Niti Devi prior to 

their marriage and marriage between deceased and accused was held at 

Mahamaya temple and victim never told to PW-5 or to others of any 

incident of torture on her by the accused. Thus appeared that evidence of 

PW-5 does not lead any material clue to connect chain of death of 

deceased with accused.  

13. PW-6 Raghunath Nath is the cousin brother of the deceased. His 

evidence is that hearing the news of death of his cousin sister he along 

with complainant went to the matrimonial house of deceased Niti Devi and 

found the dead body of his cousin sister Niti Devi and his uncle lodged 

ejahar. In cross he stated during the life time of his cousin sister, she never 

given any allegation or complaint against her husband and he saw good 

relationship in between accused and deceased Niti Devi. His evidence 

shown that when he heard the news of death of his sister he went to the 

place of occurrence and found the death of body of his sister Niti Devi. His 

evidence reveal that there was no dispute in between his deceased sister 

Niti Devi and accused Taresh Nath during life time of his deceased sister 

Niti Devi and prior to her death. 

14. Evidence of PW-7 Jogendra Ch. Nath is that his house is ½ km 

away from the house of accused.  On the day of incident while he was in 

his village he heard that wife of accused Taresh Nath died. Accordingly he 

along with other persons went to the house of accused Taresh Nath. He 

deposed many people gathered at the house of accused but he did not see 

the dead body of deceased and also does not know how deceased died. 
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PW-8 Nabir Ch. Nath, PW-9 Khargeswar Nath, PW-10 Kamaleswar Nath 

also deposed in the like manner. PW-14 Tipin Ch. Nath and PW-15 Ajit Kr. 

Nath deposed that they don’t know anything about the incident. 

15. From perusal of evidence of these witnesses nothing elicited from 

their evidence that there was dispute in between accused and his deceased 

wife. Evidence of PW-7 to PW-10 is only confined to the fact that they 

heard news of the death of wife of accused and they visited there and PW-

14 and PW-15 shown their total ignorance about the incident. Thus their 

evidence does not enlighten the prosecution allegation against the accused. 

16. PW-11 Dr. M.C Barman is the MO who conducted Pm examination 

on the dead body of Niti Bala Devi and according to him no cause of death 

could be ascertained and he preserved stomach with contents, part of liver 

and right kidney of deceased  for forensic laboratory examination. He 

exhibited PM report as Ext 2.   

17. PW-13 Bimal Konwar is the Scientific Officer.  According to him on 

24-05-04 he had examined the i. one glass jar containing stomach and its 

contents marked by him as Ext no. Tox 207(a), ii. One plastic jar containing 

of liver and kidney marked by him as Ext 207(b) and 207(c) respectively 

and on examination he found negative test for common poison. Ext. 6 is 

the forwarding report and Ext 5 is his report. In cross he stated that 

negative tests of common poison means there was no poison in the 

exhibits during examination. On cumulative reading of evidence of PW-11 

and PW-13 pointed that no cause of death was given but deceased was not 

died due to poisoning.  PW-5 though stated in her evidence that she saw 

some fluid coming out from the mouth of victim but evidence of PW-13 

pointed there was no poison and viscera examination report shown 

negative test for common poison. 

18. CW-1 Biswajit Goswami Executive Magistrate did the inquest of the 

body of deceased Niti Devi and according to him deceased was lying in her 

bed room facing   her face towards sky, direction of head & feet of the 

deceased in east west direction, the eyes of the deceased was found 

closed, mouth was half open showing the teeth,  hair of deceased was 

found in disorder, legs of deceased were found to be straight and deceased 

was having fair complexion wearing reddish colour blouse and red colour 

peticot. During inquest he found some juicy substance coming out from the 

mouth of deceased Niti Devi. He deposed he did not find any cut mark in 

any part of the body of the deceased including her genital parts.  In cross 
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also he stated he did not find any cut injury mark on the body of the 

deceased. If the evidence of CW-1 and evidence of PW-13 and PW-11 is 

read together it is found that during post mortem of the deceased  PW-11 

could not give his opinion on the cause of death of the deceased  as per 

PM report Ext 2 there was no injury found on the dead body and therefore, 

PW-11 preserved stomach with contents, part of liver and right kidney of 

deceased for forensic laboratory examination and forensic laboratory 

examination gave negative test for common poison.  Thus, reading 

together evidence of CW-1, PW-11 and PW-13 rule out any possibility of 

poisoning on the deceased before her death as there was no injury mark 

found on the body of deceased. It is also rule out that she was inflicted 

with any torture by accused before her death. 

19. PW-12 SI Jayanta Basumatary, IO stated that he had visited place 

of occurrence, drawn sketch map, recorded the statement of the 

complainant and other witnesses and witness told him that husband of 

deceased may be behind the commission of offence and husband of the 

deceased may have given poisonous substance and based on this  he sent 

viscara to FSL for chemical examination and collected report.  His cross 

shown that he went to the place of occurrence on 13-11-03 and he 

searched the room where dead body was kept but he did not find any 

suspicious item in that room and he did not find any mark of injury on the 

body of the deceased and he did not find any liquid substance coming out 

from the mouth of the deceased and during his investigation he did not find 

any material by which the suicide may be committed and during search in 

the room of the deceased he did not find any poisonous substance.  

20. PW-16 Bhaben Ch. Nath deposed O/C Bilasipara PS handed him CD 

to investigate the instant case. He deposed prior to him SI Jayanta 

Basumatary investigated the case and also recorded the statement of 

witnesses. He deposed his predecessor IO could not arrest the accused and 

therefore after completion of investigation he submitted charge sheet vide 

Ext 6 against the accused person showing accused person absconder. In 

cross he deposed that incident was took place on 12-11-03 and he denied 

that deceased died naturally and he submitted the chargesheet without 

proper investigation. 

21. If we read the cross examination of PW-12 the I/O of the case and 

PW-13 the scientific officer  it reveal that there was no poisonous 

substance found at place of occurrence  and  no poisonous substance in 
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the stomach of deceased during FSL examination vide Ext 5. In this case 

deceased Niti Devi died but the cause behind her death was not come out 

form the PM report and chemical analysis of the stomach with contents, 

part of liver and right kidney of deceased  ruled out presence of poison and 

therefore, possibility of her death on account of consuming  poisonous 

substance is totally gone out from the picture. CW-1 did inquest on the 

dead body and PW-12 I/O of the case was present when CW-1 performed 

inquest   and PW-12 I/O of the case contradict the statement made by the 

CW-1 on the point of coming out of liquid substance from the mouth of the 

deceased .Though CW-1 stated  he had seen some juicy substance coming 

out from the mouth and nose of deceased but PW-12 I/O who present at 

the time of inquest did not see any liquid substance coming out from the 

mouth of deceased. The other witnesses including PW-1 who had visited 

the place of occurrence and seen dead body of deceased did not stat that 

they had seen any liquid substances coming out of from the mouth of 

deceased. Therefore, in this case death of the deceased due to poison is 

totally ruled out.  PM report shown no injury mark on the death body which 

overruled the allegation made in the ejahar about the torture meted to 

victim deceased prior to her death by the accused Taresh Nath.  

22. PW-1 and PW-5 who are the own brother and sister of the deceased 

and PW-6 cousin brother of deceased in their evidence did not state that 

during nine month of the conjugal life of deceased victim with her husband 

accused Taresh Nath there took place any quarrel in between accused and 

deceased victim rather their evidence reveal that they are never informed 

by the deceased victim of any dispute in between deceased victim with her 

accused husband. Therefore in this case there is no possibility of 

committing suicide by the deceased due to torture meted upon her by the 

accused Taresh Nath. The evidence on record does not pointed a single 

ingredient of abating by accused to commit suicide on deceased victim.  

23. In view of aforesaid discussion, I hold that prosecution totally failed 

to bring book any fact against the accused that he had subjected physical 

or mental torture and or he inflicted domestic violence on deceased during 

her conjugal life with accused either immediately before her death or any 

point of time of their conjugal life prior to her death. There is no word 

coming out from the mouth of deceased’s relatives against the accused of 

his involvement of any torture on deceased that could lead the death of  
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deceased Niti Devi. Therefore I am constrained to hold that accused Taresh 

Nath not found guilty u/s 306 I.P.C and he is acquitted from the charge u/s 

306 of I.P.C and set at liberty. 

24. Bail bond of accused person will remain stands for next six (6) 

months u/s 437(A) Cr.P.C. 

25. Send back the GR case record to the learned committal Court with a 

copy of the judgment.  

26. Given under hand and seal of this Court on this 29th day of 

November 2017 at Bilasipara.  

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                       Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

 

  Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III.  
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APPENDIX 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

 PW- 1 Sri Jogesh Ch. Nath,  

 PW-2 Nityananda Nath,  

 PW-3 Rateswari Devi,  

 PW-4 Keshab Nath,  

 PW-5 Jamuna Devi,  

 PW-6 Raghunath Nath,  

 PW-7 Jogendra Ch. Nath,  

 PW-8 Nabi Ch. Nath, 

 PW-9 Khargeswar Nath,  

 PW-10 Kamaleswar Nath,  

 PW-11 Dr. M.C. Barman,  

 PW-12 SI Jayanta Basumatary,  

 PW-13 Bimal Konwar,  

 PW-14 Tipin Chandra Nath,  

 PW-15 Ajit Kr. Nath and  

 PW-16 Bhabes Ch. Nath.  

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:- 

 Ext-1 Ejahar,  

 Ext-2 PM report,  

  Ext 4 Sketch map,  

 Ext5 FSL report,  

 Ext 6 FSL report and 

 Ext -6 Chargesheet 

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS :- Ext 3 inquest report, 

COURT WITNESS :- CW-1 Biswajit Goswami 

                                                                  

 

  (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

      Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 


